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THEIR EXPERIMENTS
WITH COOKING
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T

here is no bound to
the creative canvas of
a chef. This was proved by
the year 6 students of the St.
Christopher’s school when
they displayed their culinary
skills taking part in the Master
Chef Challenges. After meeting
tough challenges the best team
from each class entered the
finals judged by Executive chef

at the Movenpick, Bahrain
Alfred Zuberbuehler and
Wendy Bataineh, Head of the
Junior School at St Chris.
The winning team, Ahmed,
Nabeel, Iby and Muffasir from
6A were rewarded with a tour
of the Movenpick kitchens
where they made their own
cookies and enjoyed lunch in
the Movenpick restaurant!

Head of School for ICT & Web Media,
Trevor Prendergast delivers a speech
during the forum.

Children enjoy interacting with informative and thought-provoking exhibits at Sultans of Science.

Sultan of Science amazes audience
G

lobal
travelling
exhibition ‘Sultan of
Science’ continues to amaze
audiences in the Bilim
Merkezi Science Centre in
Konya Turkey, with visitor
numbers exceeding the
venue expectations. The
exhibition will be open until

the January 28, 2015.
The Turkish audience gets
an insight through Sultans
of Science into the Islamic
golden age and how this
era had major influences
on
modern
medicine,
mathematics, astronomy and
more. The exhibition will

allow the visitors to enjoy
hands on interactivity, which
increases knowledge with the
combination of technology
and inventions of the period.
After being hosted at Bilim
Merkezi Science Centre,
the exhibition will continue
traveling across the globe.

Journey to success
B

ahrain
Polytechnic
BICT and Web Media
Industry Forum took place
at the Ramee Grand, bringing
together industry partners,
Polytechnic graduates and
faculty members in a forum
to witness the graduates’
success stories.
More than 80 participants
attended the occasion in
which graduates shared their
experience in developing a

smartphone application for
Bahrain Airport Company.
The event brought over many
delegates from key companies
in various industries, such as
telecommunications, financial
institutions, governmental
entities and many others,
some whom expressed their
experiences when placing
the Polytechnic students
throughout their internship
courses and offering them jobs

as they proved their high level
employability and technical
skills.
Dr. Mohamed Al-Aseeri,
Acting CEO of Bahrain
Polytechnic, reiterated the
government
educational
institutions’ aim is to graduate
students with corporate
experience, believing that the
youth of the Kingdom will lay
the foundations of Bahrain’s
2030 Vision.

